How to remove the collection information from the About Page ?
Question 1:
I would like to hide the following statement when i open a collection:"The complete collection comprises of 2 sub collections. Those
currently available are
Sample 1
Sample 2."
Answer:
a. Use a plain text editor like Notepad to open the file "about.dm" in
your greenstone installation directory's "macros" folder.
b. Search for a line containing "_textsubcollections_" all by itself and
comment out the line by placing a hash in front:
#_textsubcollections_
c. Restart the Greenstone server and reload the main page and see if the
mention of the subcollections is gone. If it's not gone, then undo the
change you just made and in your plain text editor open the file
"macros/english.dm" instead.
- This time, search for "_textsubcols1_". Then edit its occurrence and the
lines that follow to look like:
_textsubcols1_ {
#<p>The complete collection comprises _1_ subcollections.
#Those currently available are:
#<blockquote>
}
_textsubcols2_ {
#</blockquote>
#You can check (and alter) which subcollections you are
#currently using on the Preferences page.
}
d. Restart the Greenstone 2 server and see if this has got rid of it.
e. You could try both changes together as well (steps b and d above).

How to remove/edit the default home page buttons
Question 2:
I do not want the four buttons and their links on the home page to
appear on the home page. GLI, Administrator etc
Answer:
a. Use a plain text editor to open the file "macros/home.dm" this time,
and find the following part of the file:

<div class="section">
<table>
_textgogli_
_textgocollector_
_textgodepositor_
_textgotranslator_
_textgoadmin_
_textgogreenstone_
_textgodocs_
</table>
</div>
b. Either make a backup copy of the file home.dm and put it somewhere
safe, and then in macros/home.dm delete all the above text, or put a #
sign in front of each line in the above to get:
#<div class="section">
#<table>
#_textgogli_
#_textgocollector_
#_textgodepositor_
#_textgotranslator_
#_textgoadmin_
#_textgogreenstone_
#_textgodocs_
#</table>
#</div>
c. Restart the server and see if the buttons are finally gone.

